Bangor Sport – Betting Shop Rules
1.

Events on which bets are accepted.

Horse Racing – Bets are accepted for horse race meetings held under the rules of the Horserace Regulatory Authority, Irish
Turf Club or their equivalent bodies abroad provided the card is on the SIS service broadcast in the shop.
Greyhound Racing – Bets are accepted on all BAGS and BEGS meetings if covered on the SIS service.
Football – Bets are accepted on EPL, Championship, EFL 1& 2, SPL, Scottish Championship, Scottish Leagues 1 & 2 and any
Cup matches involving teams from any of those divisions. Please ask a member of staff to request a price for a team from
any other league.
Other Sports – Bets are accepted on other sports where specifically advertised on the SIS screens or within the Betting
Shop.
Numbers Betting – Bets are accepted on the Irish Lottery, 49’s and Virtual Racing shown on the full SIS service.
Unavailable markets – bets taken in error for any event not covered above will be declared void win or lose.
2.

Acceptance of bets.

It is the responsibility of the customer to ensure the details on the printed receipt are clearly written and deemed to be
correct before leaving the counter.
Bets are accepted on the condition that they are legible and clear to our staff.
Where a bet is deemed ambiguous we reserve the right to void the bet and return the stake.
The EPOS slip capture system generates an “off” at the start of an event. Any bets accepted the “off” of an event will be
void win or lose.
It is the customer’s responsibility to ensure there is enough time for their bet to be processed before the “off” of an event.
No changes can be made to a bet unless mutually agreed with the Manager. These changes must be made on the original
slip and the slip must be rescanned and a new receipt given. All changes must be made prior to the “off” of the event. Any
changes have to be made prior to the first selection being deemed a runner.
Errors or omissions in the spelling of a named selection will not render the bet void as long as the Manager is confident
with regard to the customer’s intentions.
No bets will be process until they are in possession of the money required to fund the bet.
No bets will be accepted if they are written in pencil.
Where a price is requested on any selection the price will be verified by a member of staff by writing the price on the slip
and initialling it. If the price written on the slip is not either verified or is incorrect then the price at the time of bet
placement will be given to the selection.
Once a race has been declared “weighed in” or the sports event’s result has been passed by the PA then that result will
stand for settlement purposes. Any later amendments to results will not alter the result that we will use for bet settlement.
Any bet taken in error for a race or event that has already started will be deemed void, win or lose.
Bangor Sport accept no liability for any damages or losses which are deemed or alleged to have arisen from delays or
interruptions in operation or transmission, communication or lines failure, any person’s misuse of our equipment or any
errors or omissions in content.
The minimum Bangor Sport unit for all bets is 5p.
Maximum Payouts
All limits apply to one person or syndicate in any one day and will take into account duplicated bets.
HORSES - £25,000 where all selections are for horse racing in the UK or Ireland and covered by a full SIS or equivalent
betting service including offs, shows, results.

HORSES – Non UK and Irish racing £5,000. This includes any other racing that is not covered in full by the SIS or equivalent
service.
HORSES – Ante-Post - £5,000
HORSE and GREYHOUND FORECAST DOUBLES OR TREBLES - £3,000
VIRTUAL HORSES and 49 NUMBERS - £3,000
GREYHOUNDS - £1,500 – Bangor Sport only accept bets for Greyhound Racing from BAGS or BEGS fixtures that are covered
in full on SIS or equivalent. Any bets accepted in error for any other fixtures will be void win or lose.
FOOTBALL - £3,000 – For any football coupons or football bets.
NOVELTY - £1,000 – this could include next manager, Big Brother etc

3.

Related Contingencies

We do not accept bets where the respective outcomes are related. By related we mean where the outcome of one event
increases the likelihood of another event in the bet occurring. For example Australia to win the Derby, Australia to win the
Irish derby, and Australia to win the Prix de L’Arc de Triomphe. Should a related bet be accepted in error the whole stake
will be invested as a win single on the event with largest odds.at the time.

4.

Each-Way Betting

Bets are settled to win unless each-way is clearly requested on the betting slip. An each-way bet is a bet of twice the
selected unit stake. It contains one bet of unit stake on the selection to “win” and bet of the unit stake to “place” according
to the place terms advertised for the event. In general, for UK horse and greyhound racing only, the “place” part will be
settled as per the following “place” terms.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Handicaps of 16 or more runners – ¼ odds 1,2,3 and 4
Handicaps of 12-15 runners – ¼ odds 1,2 and 3
All other races of 8 or more runners – 1/5 odds 1,2,3
Races of 5,6 or 7 runners – ¼ odds 1,2
Less than 5 runners all the place money is invested to win.

In all races the number of runners shall be deemed to be the number of runners coming “under starters orders”. Each-way
Doubles, Trebles and Accumulators etc will be settled “win to win” and “place to place” unless clearly requested otherwise.
If equally divided (E/D) settlement is required it must be clearly requested on the betting slip and will apply to all bets on
that slip. Place only bets are accepted with Bangor Bet and not with Bangor Sport. If a place only bet is accepted in error it
will be “void” win or lose. Where a place investment is in excess of the amount invested to win the excess place monies will
be “void”.
Any selection that has come under starter’s orders, but refuses to race, will be recorded as a runner for settlement
purposes.
Where a market is advertised as “win only”, any bets accepted as “each-way” in error will have the total stake accepted on
the bet invested as “all to win” on the selection detailed.

5.

Favourites

Disputes frequently arise from customers mistiming bets where favourites or other unnamed selections are selected. To
avoid any disappointment, we strongly recommend great care be taken in the placing of such bets.
Bangor Sport accept “win only” bets on unnamed favourites, and should an each-way bet eb accepted in error, the place
part of any bet will be void. This applies to single and multiple bets.

In the event of two selections starting “joint favourites” they will be deemed as joint first and second favourites and stake
monies will be divided equally. When there are three or more selections starting as co-favourites, stake monies will be
divided proportionately.
Unnamed favourites and second favourites where no time or meeting is stated will be settled on the next race to be run
deemed by SIS.
Unnamed favourites or second favourites where a meeting but no time is stated will stand on the next race to take place at
that meeting subject to our electronic “off” signal procedure.
Unnamed favourites and second favourites where the time stated does not coincide with the meeting stated shall stand on
the race as timed with the meeting stated being discounted.
We do not accept unnamed second favourites on greyhounds and do not accept unnamed third favourites on horses or
greyhounds.
Selections for an unnamed favourite or second favourite will be deemed as a non-runner should the selection be
withdrawn without coming under order and no new market be formed. Unnamed favourites where no SP is returned will
be deemed void, win or lose.

6

Dead heats

Where two runners dead-heat, half the stake money is lost and the full odds are paid to the other half of the stake money.
If more than two runner’s dead-heat the stake is proportioned accordingly. If two runners dead-heat for second (or third)
place those runners are deemed to have finished joint second and third (or joint third and fourth) etc with place bets being
settled accordingly.

7

Under staked and over-staked bets

It is the responsibility of the customer to correctly stake all bets as per the written instruction for the bet. If you are unsure
as to the correct stake for your bet, or if you are unsure as to the correct number of permutations needed to correctly
stake your bet, please ask our shop staff before placing your bet. Should a bet be inadvertently accepted as under/over
staked the following criteria will be used for settling purposes.
A Under-staked bets – Where a customer does not stake sufficient money to cover the bet the returns will be
reduced in proportion to the amount paid and will affect all separate bets on the betting slip.
B Over-staked bets – where a customer stakes excess money for the bet as written on the betting slip the returns
will be increased in proportion to the amount paid. The excess money is not returned but invested across the selections
and bets detailed on the slip.
8

Forecast bets

Bangor Sport accept forcast bets on races of three or more runners
Where a straight forecast is placed on a race which reduces to just 2 runners the bet will be void and stakes refunded.
Should one runner finish alone in a race and you have selected that runner in a forecast, bets will be settled on the winner
as a win single.
In a straight or reverse forecast where one of the selections does not run, that bet will be settled as a win single on the
remaining selection. Bangor Sport do not accept forecast bets on unnamed favourites. If selected they will be void win or
lose.
Where the instructions written are for a forecast bet but the selections are in different races, the bet will stand as a win
double on the selections stated.
9

Tricasts

Horse tricasts are available on all handicap races where there are 8 or more declared runners on the provision that at least
6 run.

Greyhound tricasts are available on all dog races covered by SIS provided that 6 or more dogs run.
If a tricast is accepted in error for a race where no tricast dividend is returned, the bet will stand as a forecast on the first
two selections as written with the third selection being discounted for settling purposes.
If a tricast bet is accepted where one of the selections becomes a non-runner the bet will be settled as a forecast bet on
the remaining selections and if there are two non-runners the bet will become a win single on the remaining selection.
Tricasts are not available with unnamed favourites. If an unnamed favourite is written the bet will be declared void win or
lose. Tricasts are only accepted in Singles.

10

Incorrectly timed bets

Where a customer specifies a named selection the bet will stand on the named selection irrespective of whether it is
incorrectly timed or numbered in any way.
Where a selection is doubly engaged the following rules will apply. a) If the selection is left un-timed your bet will stand on
that selection for whichever race it takes part in. b) If the selection is timed, your bet will stand for the race for which you
have timed it only, regardless of where the selection actually runs. C) If the selection is timed incorrectly for any of the
chosen entries, your bet will stand for the race your selection actually runs.
If a selection is named incorrectly in such a way that it constitutes part, or parts of other runners names that are taking
part in the race for which the selection has been timed, the stake money will be equally divided between all possible
runners covered by the selection as written.
In single bets where an unnamed selection is mistimed or un-timed and no meeting is stated, the bet will be settled on the
next race to be run after the bet has been accepted according to our off procedure. If any factors exist that suggest the
intended race, these factors will be taken into consideration before this rule is applied.
Where a time and meeting are stated but no selection(s) written, the bet will be settled as being for the first favourite in
the race stated.
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Insufficient and incorrect instructions on bets.

Where a single stake and the name of a single selection is made, the bet will be settled as a win single, unless each-way is
clearly marked.
Where the stake money does not obviously relate to any particular bet, the bet will stand as follows; 2 selections = win
double, 3 selections = win treble, 4 selection = 4 fold etc
Where two or more unnamed selections are detailed on a betting slip with no instructions and all selections are all in the
same race the bet will be settled as individual single bets with the total stake being divided equally.
Where a permutation is used which could apply equally to computer straight forecast and tricasts the bet will be settled as
forecasts unless tricasts is clearly requested.

12

Early morning price, board (show) price and starting price bets.

Bangor Sport offer the customer the chance to place bets at early morning price (EP), show or board price (BP) once
betting shows have been passed by SIS.
Bets at EP’s are available on both “win” and “each-way” bets.
When an EP or BP is requested by the customer, the price at which the bet will be settled is the price written and verified
on the slip by the shop staff. If the price written on the slip has not been verified by a member of staff or an error is made
by the staff your bet will be settled at the actual price at the time the bet was placed whether that price was higher or
lower. It is the customer’s responsibility to leave enough time before the “off” of a race to have the price checked and
verified. Late bets due to price requests will be void win or lose.

Should there be at any time an obvious pricing error, either human or electronic, that leads to incorrect prices displayed,
any bets, including multiples taken on these prices will be settled at the price available when the bet was struck.
If your selection does not run, all single bets on that selection will be refunded.
In multiple bets, if your selection does not run, for settlement purposes your selection will be treated as a non-runner
R4 may be applied to any “day of race” prices if a horse quoted at 14/1 or less becomes a non-runner.
Where an incorrect EP or BP is passed in error Bangor Sport reserve the right to settle bets at the correct price at the time
of bet placement.
The EP or BP must be clearly requested before the bet is processed through the EPOS system. Where an incorrect EP or BP
is passed in error Bangor Sport reserve the right to settle bets at the correct price at the time the bet was processed. We
do not accept “bar” prices.
Bangor Sport do not accept prices on un-named favourites, any taken in error will be settled as SP.
When a horse is withdrawn without coming under starters orders and there is insufficient time to form a new market a
deduction will be made from all winnings in accordance with Tattersalls Rule 4. (Please see Bangor Bet Rules for deduction
chart)

13

Any to come (if cash) and conditional bets.

Any to come (if cash) and single stakes about (SSA) bets are accepted where instructions are clearly written and do not
contravene any of the following terms.
Bangor Sport accept win and each-way bets of this type. Bangor Sport do not accept “stop at a winner/loser” bets and
where taken in error will be void win or lose. Returns from a selection cannot be reinvested on the same selection or
event. You can carry forward the same stake unit or specific part of your potential returns from one selection to the next as
we proceed through the list of ATC bets. ATC bets are settled in the order that they appear on your betting slip until all the
monies set aside have been used. If there is insufficient funds the monies available will be used in proportion. ATC bets are
only accepted on horseracing.

14

Numbers Betting

Bangor Sport only accept bets on 49’s daily lunch or teatime draws. Any bets taken on any other numbers product such as
the Irish Lottery, Spanish Lottery etc will be void win or lose.
There are two 49’s draws daily known as the “lunchtime draw” and “teatime draw”. The numbers to be selected are from
1-49. For each draw six main balls and a “booster” ball is drawn. Bets are accepted up to the official draw time as
advertised by SIS. Minimum unit stake is 10p. Under staked and over staked bets will be settled in proportion.
Illegible, duplicated or numbers not admissible will be treated as void with any bet in which they appear will be reduced
accordingly ie a £1 treble with the number 50 will be treated as a double on the remaining two numbers. Bangor Sport
accept up to 4 folds on 49’s. If a 5 or 6 fold is placed in error the bet will be void win or lose.

15

Virtual Racing

Virtual Racing is a computer generated horse/greyhound race based on a random number draw in which different number
is represented by a computer generated runner. The first number generated decides which runner wins the race; the
second represents the second place etc. Bets on virtual racing are settled in accordance with the normal horse and
greyhound rules.

16

Sports Betting

We only accept bets in the Bangor Sport betting shop on a limited number of sports.

Football
Unless clearly stated otherwise on the betting slip, all football bets are settled on 90 mins play. 90 mins play is deemed to
be the match including any injury time added on by match officials but does not include extra time, penalties or golden
goal. Bets are accepted up to the advertised kick off time and should a bet be placed after this time it will be treated as a
non-runner win or lose. Any match that is abandoned or postponed will be treated as void and any bets will be treated as
non-runners.
Prices displayed on the screens will supersede any printed on coupons and all bets will be settled at the screen prices. A
“1” will indicate a home result a “X” a draw and a “2” will be an away. We do not offer any betting on in-play markets.
All correct score betting is on 90 mins play and does not include extra time. Own goals count for correct score betting.
Correct score charts are just a guide the price will be the one advertised on our screens.
Bangor Sport accept bets on first and last goal scorer when available. Any match abandoned before 90 mins then first goal
scorer bets will stand but last goal scorer bets will be void. Own goals do not count for first and last goal bets. We will
refund all first goal scorer bets on players that have taken no part in the game or entered the field of play after the first
goal had been scored. Any bets not clearly marked will be deemed to be for first goal scorer. All players who take part in
the official 90 mins are deemed to be a “runner” for last goal scorer bets.
Bangor Sport do not accept each way betting on any player to score market and any bets taken will be settled as win bets.
Bets to “score at any time” are accepted on 90 mins play only and extra time does not count. If the match is abandoned
your stake will be refunded unless your player has already scored. Players are deemed to be a runner if they take part in
any of the 90 minutes.

